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CORRESPONDENCE.
ASSURANCES ON x AGAINST y AND t YEARS LONGER.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Institute of Actuaries.

SIR,—As premiums for assurances on x provided he die before y
or within t years after him, are frequently required in connection with
reversionary transactions, I thought it would be useful to have a
table by which the addition to be made to the ordinary survivorship
net premium to cover the risk of as dying within t years after y, could
be readily determined, instead of making an arbitrary addition as is
sometimes done in consequence of the labour of computing it. I have
therefore calculated that addition by the HM Table at 4 per-cent
interest for decennial ages, and t=1, 3, 5, 7, and 10, (1) when the
premium is payable until the risk determines, and (2) when it is
payable during the joint existence of the lives only, and trust that
you will find space for the tables in your valuable Journal. For the
calculation of the annual premium for x before y or within t years
after him, when it is payable until the risk determines, I used the
formula

and the substitution of axy for the expression in the denominator
gave the annual premium payable during the joint existence of the
lives only. I calculated the survivorship premiums by the ordinary
formula ; and as I believe these have not hitherto been published, I
append a table of them also for decennial ages.
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I should have liked, if possible, to have made the calculation by
Mr. Sprague's Select Tables in combination with the HM(5); but
as the joint-life annuities by these tables are not tabulated, and the
calculation had to be kept within practicable limits, I had to abandon
the idea. I may mention that I had 216 values of to compute
before I was in a position to commence the calculation of the addition
to the survivorship premium, and I also append a table of some of
these values in the hope that they will prove serviceable. I have
made some calculations, however, with the view of ascertaining what
addition would have been made to the Select and HM(5) survivorship
premiums had these tables been used in the calculation ; and it may
be interesting to give a few of the results, and compare them with
those by the HM Table. The Select premium for 40 against 70 is
·01098 and the HM ·01149; while for 70 against 40 they are ·08991
and ·09541 respectively, and for 30 against 30, ·01354 and ·01315.
The Select premiums if 40 die before 70 or within 3, 7, and 10 years
after him, payable until the risk determines, are ·01196, ·01331, and
·01435 respectively, the additions to the survivorship premium being
therefore ·00098, ·00233, and ·00337 respectively, which are consider-
ably greater than those given in my table, namely, ·00072, ·00182,
and ·00273. The Select premiums for 40 against 70 or within 3, 7,
and 10 years after him, payable during the joint existence of the lives
only, are ·01500, ·02038, and ·02437 respectively, the additions to
the survivorship premium being therefore ·00402, ·00940, and ·01339
respectively, which agree very closely with those given in my table,
namely, ·00401, ·00934, and ·01333. I believe that, when the
premium is payable during the joint existence of the lives only, the
addition will be almost exactly the same as that given in my table,
but that, when the premium is payable until the risk determines, the
addition will be greater, except when one—or both—of the lives is
young.

Mr. Meikle has given (J.I. A., iv, 134) a method of approximating
to the premium for x against y and t years longer. His formula is
(using modern notation) where z = e x y . Here it
will be noticed that, when the premium is payable during the joint
existence of the lives only, the addition to the ordinary survivorship
premium is that is to say, the annual premium which will
provide a temporary insurance on x for t years after the joint
existence has failed, provided it is dissolved by the death of y. I give
some of the additions calculated in this way, and it will be observed
that the results by his approximate method agree fairly well with
the exact values given in my table; but as the formula assumes
a table of the expectation of two joint lives to have been formed,
it cannot be readily applied. For 40 against 70, and t = l , 3, 5, 7,
and 10, the additions, using first differences, would be ·00128, ·00384,
·00637, ·00887, and ·01266 respectively, as against ·00134, ·00401,
·00668, ·00934, and ·01333 by my table. When the premium is
payable until the risk determines, however, the above formula should

not be multiplied by as stated by him, but by

I take this opportunity of submitting another solution of the
problem, in the belief that it will be more readily followed by the
younger readers of the Journal.
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Required the present value of an assurance of 1 payable if x die
before y or within t years after him.

(1) During the first t years the insurance would be paid whether
x died before or after y, and we have (2) After t
years the insurance would be paid in any year, say the (t+n)th, if x
die in that year and y be alive t years previously, that is to say, on
the average at the middle of the nth year. The value of the second
part is therefore

The total value of the assurance is therefore

It may be useful to point out that Mr. Curtis Otter, in solving
this problem (J.I. A., vii, 240), speaks of the payment in the nth year
when it is evidently the payment in the ( t+n) th year which is
meant.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

JAMES CHATHAM.
Scottish Equitable Life Assurance Socy.,

Edinburgh, 7th December, 1885.

Table showing the Addition to to cover the Risk of x dying
within t Years after y, when the Premium is payable until the
Risk determines, H M 4 per-cent.
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Table showing the addition to to cover the Risk of x dying
within t Years after y, when the Premium is payable during the

joint existence of the Lives only, HM 4

per-cent.

Table of HM 4 per-cent.
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Table of H M 4 per-cent.

ON THE ANALOGY BETWEEN AN ANNUITY-CERTAIN AND
A LIFE ANNUITY.

To the Editor of the Journal of the Institute of Actuaries.

SIR,—The analogy existing between an annuity-certain and a life
annuity has been remarked upon by Mr. Gr. King, in his interesting
note in Volume xx of the Journal (p. 435), and Mr. James Chisholm
in the preface to Ms recently-published Tables of Policy-Values.
Both of these writers have investigated the subject on the assumption
that the annuities were payable once a year, and little remains to be
said upon the matter from this point of view. But the assumption of
annual intervals makes it necessary that the functions should be
manipulated before their similarity can be demonstrated; while even
then, the analogy, in one respect (compare expressions (3) and (4),
J.I.A., xx, 436), appeals to the intelligence rather than to the eye.
A far stricter resemblance—indeed, a complete and exact coincidence—
will, however, be found to exist between the two functions, and
between other cognate functions depending upon the same elements,
when we regard them as being payable continuously, or by
momently instalments. The following formulas attest the truth of
this assertion, and may be considered of some interest to students of
actuarial science.

On the assumption that the interest is convertible, and the annuity
payable, momently, we have

Here є— nδ

represents the present value of 1 to be received at the end
or n years on the conditions specified, and is really the single payment
necessary to secure the unit at the expiration of this period. As
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